
FROM YOUR BLOCK SET

 Access to the full block set

 4 Full-Size Camera Shots of 
staircases

 4 Scaled-Down Camera 
Shots

 Squared Sheet with Scaled-
Down Ghost Diagrams

 Ghost Diagram of steps (per 
child) 

 Graff the Dog from C34

 A coloured pencil (per 
child), some Blu Tack and 
Sellotape

 Small figures to play with 
on the built stairs

20–25 minutes

STAIRCASES

Full-Size Camera Shots:

Say: I have been taking Camera Shots (front-view diagrams) of many staircases with my special architect’s 
camera. It is a special camera that only sees the building blocks from which the structure is built. Show them one 
of the full-sized diagrams of a staircase. Fix it in an upright position (with its bottom edge touching the table or 
floor).

Analyse the different elements of the diagram together. Establish which building blocks will be required to build 
the staircase. Discuss ways of ensuring that the blocks that they plan to use are the correct size. Agree that when 
we choose a block, it should exactly match its picture in the Camera Shot. Consequently, a good way to check is 
by placing each block we choose next to its picture and seeing if they do match.

If necessary, model the building process. Ask them to help you choose blocks, match them to the Camera Shot 
and then build. Whether or not you decide to model the building process, make sure that they grasp the 
required sequence of actions: to look at the Camera Shot first, then choose the blocks, then check them one at a 
time against the Camera Shot (front-view diagram), and finally build the staircase.

Give your child access to all the blocks, and ask them to build it.  If you have more than one child doing this 
session, give each a different Full-Size Camera Shot to build. Offer more Full-Size Camera Shots and encourage 
each child to build all of them in turn.

CONTINUED ON THE NEXT PAGE

To practise building a structure according to a full-size, detailed, front-view diagram
To practise building a structure according to a scaled-down, detailed, front-view diagram
To foster the development of skilful block building – practise connecting blocks precisely in columns to 
create a complete, integrated structure
To develop self regulation – the ability to focus and concentrate
To develop the ability to transform a Ghost Diagram (2D model of an object) into a range of detailed 
diagrams
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Your child can build a staircase by matching blocks exactly to a full-size, front-view diagram.
Your child can ‘read’ a front-view, scaled-down diagram to decide how to build a structure.
Your child can build a 3D structure based on a 2D front-view, scaled-down diagram.
Your child can visualise real objects represented by a 2D diagram.
Your child can connect blocks precisely to make a stable structure.
Your child can transform one Ghost Diagram into several detailed diagrams.



Scaled-Down Camera Shots:

Show Graff and say: Graff the Dog has also been taking front-view pictures of staircases with his special architect’s camera. He wants you to build the 
staircases he photographed. But remember, Graff’s pictures come out smaller than the real size of the blocks!

Show them one of the Scaled-Down Camera Shots of a staircase. Fix it in an upright position (with its bottom edge touching the table or floor). Say: I 
told Graff that you were such a good builder that the miniature Camera Shots will not be a problem – you can easily build the staircases in his 
pictures. Right?

Analyse the different elements of the diagram together. Establish which building blocks will be required to build this staircase. Discuss ways of 
ensuring that the blocks that they plan to use are the correct size. Agree that when they choose a block, it should exactly match its picture in the 
Camera Shot but in miniature. 

Make sure that they grasp the required sequence of actions: to look at the Camera Shot first, then choose the blocks, then check them one at a time 
against the Camera Shot and finally build the staircase.

Give your child access to all the blocks, and ask them to build that Scaled-Down Camera Shot. If you have more than one child doing this session, 
give each a different one to build. Offer more Scaled-Down Camera Shots as and when they finish, and encourage them to build all of them in turn.

Give them small dolls to take up and down the staircases, and allow time for free play.

CONTINUED ON THE NEXT PAGE

STAIRCASES – continued 
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Transformation (From Ghost Diagram to Detailed Diagram):

Give your child the Ghost Diagram of some steps.  Ask them to tell you which blocks they could use to build the steps, and then to show their ideas 
by drawing the shapes of the blocks inside the outline with a coloured pencil. Remind them that there are usually many possible solutions to the 
mystery of a Ghost Diagram (they only need to do one here though).

How Many Ways?

Give your child the Squared Sheet with several copies of a Scaled-Down Ghost Diagram of some steps. Ask them to think about which building 
blocks they could use to make the steps. Ask them to draw detailed diagrams of all the different ways that they can think of, i.e. to add lines to the 
Ghost Diagrams to show which blocks could be used.

STAIRCASES – continued 
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Cut along the dotted lines and then stick the two pieces together to make the Full-Size Camera Shot. 
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Your child can use as many of these as they can, or you can cut the sheet into strips for use with more than one child. 
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